Access full-text versions of our Services of Daily Prayer, which are available in both Contemporary (Common Worship) and Traditional (Book of Common Prayer) forms and for all times of the day.

You can also listen to the most recent daily service of Morning and Evening prayer, in contemporary form, using our audio player below.

Click on the MORE OPTIONS link below to filter the full range of text-based versions of our Services of Daily Prayer by:

- Type of service
- Time of day
- Date

By default, the view shows the most recent service in Contemporary form. You can view services up to a year in advance.

1. Common Worship - Morning Prayer
   **Morning Prayer (Contemporary) on Sunday 10 July 2022**
   A Service of Morning Prayer from Common Worship: Daily Prayer

2. Common Worship - Daily Prayer
   **Prayer During the Day (Contemporary) on Sunday 10 July 2022**
   A Service of Prayer During the Day from Common Worship: Daily Prayer

3. Common Worship - Evening Prayer
   **Evening Prayer (Contemporary) on Sunday 10 July 2022**
   A Service of Evening Prayer from Common Worship: Daily Prayer

4. Common Worship - Night Prayer
   **Night Prayer (Contemporary) on Sunday 10 July 2022**
Which app and podcast are right for me?

Time To Pray

A simple pattern of Day and Night Prayer. Two services totalling around 15 minutes of audio per day via the podcast or app.

Daily Prayer

A fuller range of services: Morning, Evening and Night Prayer in Contemporary and Traditional form. The new podcast currently offers Contemporary Morning and Evening Prayer services, each around 20-25 minutes.

Common Worship: Daily Prayer is published in a range of formats by Church House Publishing.

This material is subject to copyright. Please visit our copyright page to check you are using it responsibly.
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